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Abstract 21 
Some terrestrial wetland plants, such as rice, have super-hydrophobic leaf surfaces which 22 
retain a gas film when submerged. O2 movement through the diffusive boundary layer 23 
(DBL) of floodwater, gas film and stomata into leaf mesophyll was explored by means of 24 
a reaction-diffusion model that was solved in a 3D leaf anatomy model. The anatomy and 25 
dark respiration leaves of rice (Oryza sativa L.) were measured and used to compute O2 26 
fluxes and partial pressure of O2 (pO2) in the DBL, gas film and leaf when submerged. 27 
The effects of floodwater pO2, DBL thickness, cuticle permeability, presence of gas film 28 
and stomatal opening were explored. Under O2-limiting conditions of the bulk water (pO2 29 
< 10 kPa), the gas film significantly increases the O2 flux into submerged leaves 30 
regardless of whether stomata are fully or partly open. With a gas film, tissue pO2 31 
substantially increases, even for the slightest stomatal opening, but not when stomata are 32 
completely closed. The effect of gas films increases with decreasing cuticle permeability. 33 
O2 flux and tissue pO2 decrease with increasing DBL thickness. The present modelling 34 
analysis provides a mechanistic understanding of how leaf gas films facilitate O2 entry 35 
into submerged plants. 36 
 37 
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Introduction 43 
Submergence is a severe abiotic stress for terrestrial plants. Floods resulting in 44 
submergence impact on natural plant communities (Bailey-Serres & Voesenek 2008) and 45 
are also a constraint in some areas used for cultivation of lowland rice (Widawsky & 46 
O'Toole 1990; Zeigler & Puckridge 1995). Submergence greatly restricts O2 uptake from 47 
the environment as diffusion is 10,000 times slower in water than in air (Armstrong 1979). 48 
During the day, photosynthesis by submerged leaves produces O2; whereas at night, the 49 
only source of O2 to the leaves is that dissolved in the water (Sand-Jensen et al. 2005; 50 
Winkel et al. 2013). O2 produced by photosynthesis during day time or diffusing into the 51 
leaves from the water during night time sustains respiration in leaves, and also a portion of 52 
this O2 moves via rapid gas-phase diffusion within the aerenchyma to the roots. However, 53 
even with internal movement of O2 within submerged plants to roots in anoxic substrates, 54 
these tissues can still suffer O2 deficits (Waters et al. 1989; Pedersen et al. 2006; Winkel 55 
et al. 2013). Leaf traits that promote gas exchange with floodwaters enhance entry of O2 56 
for respiration during the night, and of CO2 for underwater photosynthesis during the day 57 
(Mommer & Visser 2005; Colmer et al. 2011). 58 
  59 
Leaves of aquatic plants are adapted for underwater gas exchange (Sculthorpe 1967; 60 
Maberly & Madsen 2002) and some terrestrial wetland plants produce new acclimated 61 
leaves with enhanced gas exchange under water (Nielsen & Sand-Jensen 1989; Mommer 62 
& Visser 2005). Other terrestrial wetland plants, for example rice, have super-hydrophobic 63 
leaf surfaces which retain a gas film when submerged, a feature which facilitates 64 
underwater gas exchange (Raskin & Kende 1983; Colmer & Pedersen 2008b). The 65 
enhancement of leaf CO2 and O2 exchange by gas films when under water, and the 66 
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resulting influence on internal aeration of submerged plants, have been demonstrated 67 
(Beckett & Armstrong 1992; Armstrong et al. 1994; Pedersen et al. 2009; Winkel et al. 68 
2011). The mechanism of this improved underwater gas exchange resulting from leaf gas 69 
films with characteristics of stomata, cuticle permeability and diffusive boundary layer 70 
(DBL) is explored in detail in the present study.  71 
 72 
Leaf tissue O2 status when submerged is determined by both environmental conditions and 73 
leaf properties. When in darkness of night, the key factors include: (i) the O2 74 
concentration, flow conditions and temperature in the water, (ii) the total resistance to 75 
diffusion from the bulk medium into the leaves (DBL distance, surface gas films, cuticle 76 
resistance and stomatal resistance), (iii) internal tissue resistance (path length, gas-filled 77 
pores and their connectivity), and (iv) tissue respiration rate. Here, we focus on the role of 78 
leaf gas films in the enhancement of O2 entry into submerged leaves of rice. Empirical 79 
measurements have shown that the presence of gas films reduced by about 5-times the 80 
apparent resistances for O2 entry into submerged leaves when in darkness (Phargmites 81 
australis, Colmer & Pedersen 2008b) and for CO2 entry when in light (Oryza sativa, 82 
Pedersen et al. 2009). The improved underwater gas exchange afforded by the gas films 83 
on leaves was, in analogy with the functioning of surface gas layers on some aquatic 84 
insects, suggested to result from a large gas-to-water interface (Raskin & Kende 1983; 85 
Setter et al. 1989; Colmer & Pedersen 2008b; Pedersen et al. 2009; Pedersen & Colmer 86 
2012) and rapid gas-phase diffusion within the films to open stomata (suggested by 87 
Colmer & Pedersen 2008b). By contrast, for leaves without gas films Mommer & Visser 88 
(2005) suggested that the stomata might close upon submergence so that CO2 and O2 must 89 
then transverse the cuticle (Mommer et al. 2004); even if stomata were open, leaves 90 
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lacking gas films would have a much smaller area of gas-to-aqueous phase surface 91 
interface (i.e. only at the stomata, so < 1/100
th
 of the interface with gas films present). 92 
Whether stomata are open or closed would presumably also be determined by the light 93 
environment, and may thus differ between daytime (open) and night (closed). Stomatal 94 
closure may be incomplete at night (Caird et al. 2007), and therefore partial closure effects 95 
may also occur or even be more relevant.  96 
  97 
Here, we used three-dimensional diffusion modelling of O2 (Verboven et al. 2012) entry 98 
into a simulated rice leaf lamina in darkness to test three key hypotheses as related to gas 99 
film functioning in O2 consumption and tissue concentrations of submerged leaves, and 100 
also assessed these in contrasting environmental conditions. (1) The presence of gas films 101 
reduces the resistance to O2 entry into submerged leaves. (2) When gas films are present, 102 
O2 would move in a perpendicular path through the aqueous (slow) diffusive boundary 103 
layer (DBL) into the gas film and (fast in the gas phase) to open or partially closed 104 
stomata; whereas, without gas films, O2 would predominately follow oblique paths 105 
(longer) through the aqueous DBL to the stomata (suggested by W. Armstrong; in Colmer 106 
et al. 2014). (3) Stomatal closure will largely negate the beneficial effects of leaf gas films 107 
on underwater gas exchange, as then O2 would need to enter across the cuticle which 108 
poses high resistance. The contrasting conditions under which these hypotheses were 109 
tested included the effects of different DBL thickness (as would be influenced by, e.g., 110 
flowing waters), different O2 partial pressure (pO2) in the water (e.g., as in diurnal cycles 111 
in floodwaters) and different cuticle permeability.  112 
 113 
Materials and methods 114 
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Plant materials 115 
Oryza sativa L. var. Amaroo was raised in aerated nutrient solution (composition in 116 
Colmer & Pedersen 2008a), and then pre-treated for the final 7 days in de-oxygenated 117 
stagnant 0.1% (w/v) agar in the nutrient solution of otherwise same composition, with 118 
shoots remaining in air, prior to use in the experiments. The ages of plants used varied 119 
from 6-8 weeks, by which time the plants had tillered and the lengths of mature leaves 120 
(including the sheath) were 40-50 cm long. 121 
 122 
Respiration of lamina segments under water 123 
Lamina segments of approximately 30 mm length were taken half-way between the ligule 124 
and tip of the youngest fully expanded leaf. Dark respiration of each replicate segment 125 
was measured in a microrespiration system (MicroResp, Unisense A/S, Aarhus, Denmark) 126 
in darkness at 30 °C. The chambers were full of artificial floodwater following the recipe 127 
of Pedersen et al. (2009) and these submerged lamina segments possessed gas films. 128 
Measurements were taken using 4 mL glass chambers with a capillary hole in the glass 129 
stopper (MR Ch-4000, Unisense A/S, Aarhus, Denmark) through which an O2 130 
microelectrode (OX-MR, Unisense A/S, Aarhus, Denmark) was inserted. The medium 131 
used was a general purpose artificial floodwater solution based on Smart & Barko (1985); 132 
see Colmer & Pedersen (2008b) and Pedersen et al. (2013) for further details. 133 
 134 
Microelectrode profiling of pO2 gradients towards lamina segments under water in 135 
the dark  136 
For each replicate, one lamina segment of ~ 60 mm length was taken half-way between 137 
the ligule and tip of the youngest fully expanded leaf. The segment was mounted on 138 
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double-sided adhesive tape in a Petri dish that was filled with artificial floodwater (for 139 
composition see Pedersen et al. 2009); this was required to ensure no movement of the 140 
sample, but would have restricted O2 uptake via the lower surface and therefore likely 141 
resulted in greater O2 uptake via the exposed upper surface than if both sides were 142 
exposed to the bulk medium. This arrangement enabled us to achieve our aim to obtain 143 
profiles adequate for the purpose to estimate dimensions of the surface gas layer and an 144 
approximation of the DBL distance; for considerations of tissue O2 consumption we use 145 
data obtained for excised lamina in well-stirred cuvettes with both leaf sides exposed (see 146 
previous sub-heading in this Materials and Methods). Convection in the water was 147 
standardized by blowing a gentle stream of air (Pasteur pipette connected to an air pump) 148 
across the water surface. An O2 microelectrode (tip diameter = 10 µm, OX-10, Unisense 149 
A/S, Aarhus, Denmark) was mounted on a motor driven micromanipulator (MM33, 150 
Unisense A/S, Aarhus, Denmark) driving the electrode towards the leaf surface at 20 µm 151 
steps, starting in the bulk medium ~ 1000 µm above the leaf surface. The O2 152 
microelectrode was connected to a pA meter (Unisense Multimeter, Unisense A/S, 153 
Aarhus, Denmark) and signal was collected on a laptop computer using Sensortrace Pro 154 
(Unisense A/S, Aarhus, Denmark). All measurements were carried out in darkness at 30 155 
ºC. The DBL thickness was calculated from the pO2 gradients in the medium, according to 156 
Jørgensen & Revsbech (1985). 157 
 158 
Lamina characteristics 159 
External gas film volume and tissue porosity (% gas volume per unit tissue volume) were 160 
measured for lamina segments of ~ 60 mm length taken half-way between the ligule and 161 
tip of the youngest fully expanded leaf and cut longitudinally to remove the central mid-162 
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rib tissue. The procedure involved determining tissue buoyancy before and after gas film 163 
removal (for details see Colmer & Pedersen 2008b) and then also after vacuum infiltration 164 
of the tissue gas spaces with water, using the method of Raskin (1983) with equations as 165 
modified by Thomson et al. (1990). The gas film thickness was estimated by relating the 166 
gas film volume to total leaf surface area (i.e. both sides). The resulting parameters are 167 
given in Table 1. 168 
 169 
The stomatal patterns of arrangement and density per unit leaf area were measured on 170 
surface impressions of the lamina obtained by painting enamel nail polish onto the surface 171 
and then stripping it off when dry. These impressions were viewed under magnification 172 
(Axioskop 2, Zeiss, Germany) and images were captured using a digital camera. Stomata 173 
numbers were counted and distances between adjacent stomata (both across and along the 174 
lamina) were measured using ImageJ (Schneider et al. 2012). Leaf thickness was 175 
measured on transverse sections of lamina, using the same microscope equipped with a 176 
digital camera as described above, and analyses of distances of tissues on the calibrated 177 
images. 178 
 179 
All measured parameters, as well as other parameters for rice leaves taken from published 180 
papers and used for modelling (see next section), are given in Table 1. 181 
 182 
Simulation model of leaf gas-exchange under water (O2 entry into lamina of 183 
submerged leaves in the dark) 184 
Different configurations of submerged leaves (lamina) were studied taking into account 185 
the DBL, the gas film if present, stomatal opening, and cuticle permeability, as influencing 186 
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O2 diffusion into respiring, submerged leaves in the dark (Figure 1). The O2 movement 187 
from water to submerged leaves in darkness was modelled using a 3D diffusion-reaction 188 
model (Ho et al. 2011) to describe O2 diffusion and consumption in the water-leaf system 189 
to predict pO2 profiles and diffusion fluxes. The aim of the model was to explain the effect 190 
of the DBL in the water, the presence of the gas film, cuticle permeability, and the 191 
stomatal aperture (i.e., open, almost closed, closed) on the rate of O2 uptake by, and 192 
internal pO2 of the submerged leaf.  193 
 194 
A 3D geometrical model of the lamina of a rice leaf was constructed. Assuming symmetry 195 
of abaxial and adaxial sides verified by similar stomatal density (Table 1), only the adaxial 196 
half of the leaf was modelled (Figure 2). Stomata on rice leaf lamina occur in repetitive 197 
line patterns with typical in-line and line-to-line distances given in Table 1. A 198 
representative leaf area sample was thus chosen that contains two stomata, with symmetry 199 
through the cut planes. One cut plane was through the middle of the stomata, revealing the 200 
substomatal cavity that is assumed to be a half sphere in the model. The other cut plane 201 
was halfway in between stomata through the mesophyll. The resulting porosity of the 202 
model lamina, taking into account the cavity and a mesophyll porosity of 2%, was 5%; 203 
this value corresponds to the range of observations (Table 1), but whole leaves with mid-204 
rib have a higher total porosity (Colmer & Pedersen 2008a). 205 
 206 
The length of the stomatal opening was identified on micrographs and the width of the 207 
open stomata was assumed to be 1.1 µm (Ishihara et al. 1971), resulting in 0.37% of the 208 
leaf surface area when all stomata are fully opened. Fractional closure of the stomata was 209 
assumed to result in reduction of the opening, whereas at 5% opening a small aperture in 210 
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the middle of each stoma is left open, equal to a total open area of the leaf surface of less 211 
than 0.02% (Table 1). The resulting 3D geometrical model used on the simulations is 212 
plotted in Figure 2.  213 
 214 
The model distinguished: (1) the free flowing water with uniform pO2, (2) the DBL with 215 
specified thickness between 45 and 370 µm, (3) the gas film with specified thickness of 60 216 
µm, (4) the epidermis cell layer of 10 µm with cuticle, (5) the stomatal opening with 217 
varying open area, (6) the substomatal cavity and (7) the leaf mesophyll. The considered 218 
half leaf thickness was 58 µm and the bulk mesophyll porosity was 2%. O2 diffusion 219 
coefficient values were applied to the different parts according to whether diffusion takes 220 
place in gas, water or porous tissue (Table 1). The diffusion coefficient of mesophyll was 221 
assumed to be equal to the porosity times the diffusion coefficient in air (Ho et al. 2009), 222 
assuming a well-connected airspace throughout the mesopyll such that the tortuosity is 1. 223 
The O2 permeability of the cuticle was implemented as a boundary transfer coefficient 224 
between the external environment and internal parts of the leaf (Lendzian 1982; Lendzian 225 
& Kertiens 1991; Frost-Christensen et al. 2003). Spatial variations and anisotropy of the 226 
O2 diffusion properties within tissues were neglected. 227 
  228 
Leaf O2 consumption was modelled by means of a Michaelis-Menten equation with 229 
maximum consumption rates in each tissue equal to measured rates (Table 1). The 230 
mitochondrial 
2,M O
K  value was assumed to be equal to 0.148 µM (0.0108 kPa) (Ho et al. 231 
2009; Armstrong & Beckett 2011a). 232 
  233 
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The 3D model was developed and solved using the finite element method in COMSOL 234 
3.5a (Comsol B.V., Stockholm, Sweden). The model is written as follows, for steady state 235 
gas exchange: 236 
2 2, 2
0 [O ]iO g g OD V      (1) 237 
with  (m-1) the gradient operator, [O2]g (mol m
-3
) the gaseous O2 concentration, 
2 ,
i
O gD  238 
(m
2
 s
-1
) the gaseous diffusion coefficient of O2 in compartment i of the model (with i: 239 
mesophyll, epidermis, gas film or DBL), and 
2O
R (mol m
-3
 s
-1
) the consumption rate of O2.  240 
 241 
We assume that equilibrium between water and gas layers is established. At equilibrium, 242 
the relationship between the O2 concentration in the gas phase [O2]g and that in the water 243 
[O2]l is given by Henry’s law (Ho et al. 2009): 244 
22 2
[O ] [O ]l O gR T H        (2) 245 
with R (J mol
-1
 K
-1
) the universal gas constant, T temperature (K) and 
2O
H  the Henry 246 
constant for water.  247 
 248 
If the model is to use a gas-phase O2 concentration as the source then account has to be 249 
taken of the approximately 30-fold drop in concentration across the air-water interface. 250 
This also effectively increases the diffusive resistance through the water by a factor 30 (~251 
2O
R T H  ). We use equation (2) to express the diffusion flux 
2O
J  (mol m
-2
 s
-1
) through 252 
water layers in gas-equivalent formulation: 253 
2 2 2 2 2, 2 , 2 , 2
[O ] [O ] [O ]i i iO O l l O l O g O g gJ D D R T H D          (3) 254 
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The gas-based diffusivity values 
2 ,
i
O gD of the different layers can be directly compared to 255 
assess ratios of resistances of the different layers. For example, the diffusion coefficient in 256 
water (2.75 × 10
-9
 m
2
 s
-1
) converts to a value on gas concentration basis equal to 9.3 × 10
-
257 
11
 m
2
 s
-1
 and thus is 5 orders of magnitude smaller than that of air (2.15 × 10
-5
 m
2
 s
-1
). 258 
 259 
The cuticle is essentially a thin barrier for gas exchange. Passive gas transfer across the 260 
cuticle is comparative to Fick’s first law as a consequence of a concentration difference 261 
over the cuticle. The flux 
2O
J  (mol m
-2
 s
-1
) through the cuticle was written as: 262 
2 2 , 2
[O ]O O g gJ P     (4) 263 
with 
2 ,O g
P (m s
-1
) the permeability of the cuticle. Experimentally determined permeability 264 
values provided in other works (Lendzian 1982; Lendzian & Kertiens 1991; Frost-265 
Christensen et al. 2003) were calculated on water phase basis. The corresponding range of 266 
average permeability in gas phase was 1 × 10
-8
 to 5.2 × 10
-7
 m s
-1
 covering the lower end 267 
of the range of cuticles of leaves of Citrus aurantium L., fruits of Lycopersicon 268 
esculentum L.  and Capsicum annuum L., and in the higher end of the range aerial leaves 269 
of amphibious plants. Two values in the range were used for direct comparison of 270 
resulting O2 fluxes and pO2 profiles: 1 × 10
-8
 m s
-1
 and 3.45 × 10
-7
 m s
-1
. A more elaborate 271 
sensitivity analysis is performed in supplementary material. 272 
 273 
Outside the leaf, the respiration 
2O
V  (mol m
-3
 s
-1
) is zero while in the tissue this term is the 274 
consumption rate of the O2. According to Michaelis–Menten kinetics, the following 275 
equation can be used (Lammertyn et al. 2001): 276 
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2
2
2
max, 2
, 2
[O ]
[O ]
O g
O
M O g
V
V
K

 

  (5) 277 
with  
2max,O
V  (mol m
-3
 s
-1
) the maximum respiration rate and 
2,M O
K (mol m
-3
) the 278 
Michaelis-Menten constant. 279 
 280 
Data analyses 281 
GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad Software Inc., http://www.graphpad.com) was used for 282 
fitting a Michaelis-Menten model to the dark respiration data. 3D contour and vector plots 283 
of O2 concentrations and fluxes in the water-leaf gas film-lamina tissue system were 284 
rendered in Comsol 3.5a (Comsol B.V., Stockholm, Sweden). 285 
 286 
The increase in resistance to O2 flow into the leaf by absence of the gas film is quantified 287 
by calculating the ratio of flow resistance of cases without gas film to that of 288 
corresponding cases with the gas film. For each case, the O2 flux from bulk water to leaf 289 
tissue equals the diffusion through the DBL: 290 
 
2 2 2
2 ,
, 2 , 2 , ,
[O ]
1 [O ] [O ]
g DBLw
O O g g bulk g tissue O g
DBL
J R D
L

    

  (6) 291 
with 
2 ,O g
R [s m
-1
] the total resistance and 2 ,
[O ]g DBL
DBLL


 the concentration gradient in 292 
the DBL. The ratio of fluxes for cases without gas film (-GF) to cases with gas film (+GF) 293 
   
2 2O OGF GF
J J
 
can be rearranged to obtain the resistance ratio 
2O
Rr : 294 
 
 
 
 
2
2
2
2 ,
, 2 , 2 ,
2 ,2 , 2 ,,
[O ]
[O ] [O ]
[O ][O ] [O ]O
g DBL
O g g bulk g tissue DBLGF GF GF
R
g DBLg bulk g tissueO g GFGF
DBL GF
R L
r
R
L
  


 
   
 
 
  
 (7) 295 
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Partial pressure of O2, pO2 [kPa], is calculated from [O2]g, using the universal gas law and 296 
further used in this paper. 297 
 298 
Results 299 
Dark respiration rate of lamina of rice leaves 300 
Figure 3 plots the measured and fitted dark respiration curve of the submerged rice lamina 301 
segments. Respiratory fluxes decrease with decreasing pO2 in the bulk water. The 302 
Michaelis-Menten constant, i.e. apparent Km value, of the fitted respiration model is 3.08 303 
kPa, and clearly exceeds that of isolated mitochondria (a value of 0.0108 kPa was 304 
measured on soybean, (Millar et al. 1994). Such response has been observed in respiration 305 
measurements of other plant organs, such as roots and fruits (Zabalza et al. 2009; 306 
Armstrong & Beckett 2011a; Ho et al. 2011). The maximum respiration rate corresponds 307 
to 0.012 mol O2 m
-3
 s
-1
, expressed on a tissue volume basis using leaf dimensions given in 308 
Table 1. This value was used in the simulations. 309 
 310 
Oxygen profiles observed on rice leaves are affected by gas film presence and 311 
stomatal opening 312 
Figure 4 presents a measured pO2 profile into the lamina of a submerged rice leaf with a 313 
gas film, when in darkness. The largest drop in O2 concentration is observed across the 314 
DBL from the well mixed bulk water to the gas film on the leaf. The linear gradient levels 315 
off towards the bulk due to increasing flow mixing effects with the bulk water. In the gas 316 
film and leaf tissue the concentration is almost uniform across the thickness. The 317 
presented profile in Figure 4 resembles well those discussed in Pedersen et al. (2009) who 318 
also presented profiles for rice leaves without a gas film. Removal of the gas film 319 
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decreased leaf pO2 from 18.2 ± 0.3 kPa (s.e., n = 6) to 14.0 ± 0.4 kPa (s.e., n = 3) and thus 320 
had increased the overall resistance to O2 flow into the leaf by a factor of about 2.8 321 
(Pedersen et al. 2009). However, it should be noted that in Pedersen et al. (2009) the DBL 322 
was 400 µm with a gas film and 175 µm without. With the thinner DBL on top of the gas 323 
film, the leaf pO2 is expected to be higher than 19 kPa; and the resistance ratio could 324 
reasonably increase to a value above 5. 325 
 326 
The dimensions of the gas film and DBL from these measurements were used in the 327 
subsequent model calculations to investigate the role in leaf O2 uptake of the gas film 328 
together with the influences of stomatal opening, DBL thickness and bulk medium O2 329 
concentration. Model outputs were compared with results obtained experimentally. 330 
Figure 5 shows the results of gas diffusion simulations with the rice leaf model for the 331 
case of 5 kPa O2 in the bulk water and the relatively high cuticle permeability of 3.45 × 332 
10
-7
 m s
-1
. The large fluxes into the open stomata, plotted by vectors and colour contours, 333 
are evident in the case when a gas film is present. In the absence of a gas film, such high 334 
fluxes through stomata are not evident.  335 
 336 
Regardless of the used value of the cuticle permeability, in the case of leaves with a gas 337 
film and fully open stomata, the total O2 flow through the stomata is more than 10 times 338 
larger than through the cuticle, even though the stomata represent less than 1% of the 339 
surface area. Furthermore, if the stomata are almost closed (apertures at 5% of the 340 
maximum opening), the stomata still account for at least 5 times more O2 flow than the 341 
entry across the cuticle. In any case, with the gas film present, the total fluxes for fully 342 
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open and almost closed (5% of the maximum opening) stomata are the same and in both 343 
cases substantially higher than when stomata are closed.  344 
 345 
If the leaf lacks a gas film, the flow through fully open stomata reduces significantly 346 
depending on the permeability of the cuticle and the bulk pO2. A curvilinear profile 347 
develops above the stomata (Figure 5 (left bottom) and Figure S3) that indicates an added 348 
resistance in the DBL above the stomata due to the imbalance of slow O2 supply through 349 
water and relatively faster O2 removal through air of the open stomata into the tissue, so 350 
that a larger local O2 depletion gradient develops adjacent to stomata when the gas film is 351 
absent. This added profile extends about 50 µm into the water layer as evidenced in Figure 352 
S3. The result is that the benefit of the stomatal opening for O2 supply is significantly 353 
reduced. Without gas film and when the stomata are almost closed, the total flow through 354 
the stomata can even be considerably smaller than that through the cuticle, unless the 355 
cuticle has very low permeability (~1.0 × 10
-8
 m s
-1
). 356 
 357 
As described above, the changes in O2 flow are significant for the various pO2 profiles, as 358 
influenced by presence or absence of gas film and whether stomata are closed or open; the 359 
O2 fluxes are plotted in Figure 5 (for a relatively high cuticle permeability). These data 360 
demonstrate that gas connectivity between the surface film and the stomatal cavity is 361 
essential to provide O2 for respiration in the leaf in limiting conditions when bulk water 362 
pO2 is below 10 kPa. Without a gas film, total fluxes are significantly smaller. 363 
 364 
Figure 6 (relatively high cuticle permeability) and Figure 7 (low cuticle permeability) 365 
graph the calculated profile of O2 concentration across the DBL, gas film and into the leaf 366 
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for different cases of stomatal opening, presence or absence of gas film and O2 367 
concentration in the water (21 kPa simulating day time concentration, 5 kPa simulating 368 
night time). The steady state diffusion profile of O2 in the DBL linearly decreases towards 369 
the gas film and leaf due to the respiratory consumption inside the leaf. The model does 370 
not include flow mixing effects, so presents an idealized situation of that observed. 371 
Nevertheless, the model captures the major features of O2 concentration profiles and 372 
fluxes in the DBL and gas film covered leaf during dark respiration. Inside the gas film the 373 
concentration is uniform due to high gas diffusivity of O2. When stomata are completely 374 
closed a sharp gradient exists across the cuticle that has poor permeability for O2. When 375 
stomata are open and a gas film is present, no gradient exists across the cuticle due to the 376 
ensured connectivity of the gas film to the substomatal cavity inside the leaf that is 377 
connected to the porous mesophyll. In this condition, even a small opening of the stomata 378 
(viz. 5% of maximum aperture) is sufficient to provide aeration of the leaf. For a gas film 379 
on a more permeable cuticle (
2 ,O g
P = 3.45 × 10
-7
 m s
-1
), with complete closing of the 380 
stomata, the internal pO2 of the leaf drops from 17.5 to 12.9 kPa at 21 kPa bulk water O2, 381 
and from 1.9 to 0.2 kPa at 5 kPa bulk water O2. For a low cuticle permeability (1.0 × 10
-8
 382 
m s
-1
), when stomata fully close, the corresponding internal pO2 of the leaf drops to 0 kPa 383 
for either bulk water O2 at 5 kPa or even 21 kPa.  384 
 385 
When the gas film is absent and the cuticle reasonably permeable, the internal pO2 of the 386 
leaf slightly decreases with closure of the stomata, without reaching hypoxic conditions in 387 
either 21 kPa or 5 kPa bulk water. However, if the cuticle is impermeable for O2, internal 388 
pO2 drops quickly to hypoxic levels even with partial closure of the stomata, with values 389 
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as low as 0.02 kPa at 21 kPa O2 in the bulk water. In any case, the gas film will increase 390 
internal pO2 when stomata are open (even partially), but not when fully closed.  391 
 392 
Cuticle permeability affects O2 profiles on submerged leaves with (almost) closed 393 
stomata 394 
The results presented so far are for two divergent parameter values of cuticle permeability 395 
taken from studies of other species as data are lacking for rice. Sensitivity of the results 396 
with respect to the permeability value is required in order to assess model performance 397 
with respect to potential differences with practice. In supplementary material, we elaborate 398 
this study by making a comparison of effective permeability values between 1 × 10
-8
 and 1 399 
× 10
-6
 m s
-1
: values that are representative of cuticles ranging from aerial leaves of Citrus 400 
aurantium L. (Lendzian & Kertiens 1991) to submerged aquatics such as Potamogeton 401 
crispus (Frost-Christensen et al. 2003). Figure S1 shows that no differences are found in 402 
pO2 profiles for leaves with open stomata and a gas film. When a gas film is not present, 403 
the result becomes more sensitive to cuticle permeability, but the range of leaf pO2 404 
remains within the experimental range (Figure S2), at least at high bulk water O2. The 405 
corresponding profiles across the cuticle and stomatal opening are given in Figure S3. 406 
Even for the very small cuticle permeability of 1 × 10
-8
 m s
-1
, with open stomata tissue 407 
pO2 levels remain higher than 10 kPa at 21kPa bulk water O2. When stomata could be 408 
completely closed, the results obviously become very sensitive to cuticle permeability 409 
(Figure S4), because then diffusion across the cuticle is the way O2 must enter the leaf, 410 
albeit a high resistance path. Also for almost closed stomata (Figure S5), the resulting 411 
profile is more significantly affected by cuticle permeability than for fully open stomata, 412 
with near 0 kPa of O2 for very small cuticle permeability (Figure S6).  413 
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 414 
Model validation 415 
We found a variation in internal pO2 between 12.5 and 16.5 kPa (depending on cuticle 416 
permeability and a DBL of 185 µm, Figure S3) for open stomata on leaves without a gas 417 
film present, agreeing well with measurements of 14 ±0.4 kPa (mean ± SE, n=3) on rice 418 
leaves presented in Pedersen et al. (2009) for 21 kPa bulk water O2. When a gas film is 419 
present, the internal pO2 remains at levels above 17 kPa comparing well to measurements, 420 
identifying an internal pO2 of 18.2 ± 0.3 (mean ± SE, n=6) in submerged rice leaves with 421 
gas film (Pedersen et al. 2009). These leaves, however, had a DBL thickness of about 400 422 
µm and higher tissue pO2 is expected at smaller DBL thickness.         423 
 424 
The diffusive boundary layer limits O2 uptake of submerged leaves 425 
The DBL appears to be an important component of the resistance for O2 supply to the 426 
submerged leaf (Figures 6 and 7). The DBL thickness decreases with increasing velocity 427 
of the flow (Gundersen & Jørgensen 1990). Here the effect of DBL thickness on leaf O2 428 
flux and tissue pO2 was calculated. 429 
  430 
Figures 8 and 9 give the leaf O2 flux and tissue O2 concentration as a function of the 431 
thickness of the DBL for high cuticle permeability. Figures 10 and 11 present the 432 
corresponding plots for the low cuticle permeability case. The plots are presented for 433 
different stomatal openings, 21 kPa and 5 kPa bulk water pO2 and with or without gas 434 
film. At high (i.e. 21 kPa) bulk water pO2 (plots (a), (c) and (e)in Figures 8 and 10), the 435 
respiratory flux is not limited by the DBL, regardless of the presence of a gas film or 436 
stomatal opening. Tissue O2 levels are above 10 kPa (except for low cuticle permeability 437 
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and closed stomata) but do reduce linearly with increasing DBL thickness (plots (a), (c) 438 
and (e) in Figures 9 and 11). With the presence of a gas film, the tissue O2 level increases, 439 
indicating a rise in O2 conductance from the water-to-leaf due to the presence of a gas 440 
film. There is also an effect of the stomatal opening: by decreasing the stomatal opening, 441 
the increase in leaf tissue pO2 is larger. When stomata are closed, the gas film has no 442 
effect.  443 
 444 
At 5 kPa bulk water O2, the leaf flux decreases with increasing DBL thickness (plots (b), 445 
(d) and (f) in Figures 8 and 10). With a gas film present, the effect of DBL thickness is 446 
significantly reduced by having open stomata. Again, there is no effect of the gas film on 447 
leaves with closed stomata. Associated with the drop in O2 flux with increased DBL 448 
thickness, an exponential drop of tissue pO2 is observed (plots (b), (d) and (f) in Figures 9 449 
and 11). Without a gas film, clear differences in tissue pO2 are obtained for different 450 
stomatal opening. With a gas film, tissue pO2 substantially increases, even for the slightest 451 
(i.e., 5% of maximum aperture) stomatal opening. More pronounced effects are seen when 452 
the cuticle permeability is low. 453 
 454 
Increase in resistance due to absence of a gas film  455 
Figure 12 summarizes the respiratory flux response of the leaves to bulk water pO2 that 456 
clearly shows the beneficial effect of the gas film on increasing fluxes in O2 limiting 457 
conditions. With increasing DBL thickness, such as in poorly-mixed still waters, the gain 458 
diminishes due to the larger resistance of the DBL. The effect of gas films is more 459 
pronounced on leaves with less permeable cuticles.  460 
 461 
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With the model, the resistance ratio (Eq. 7) is calculated to quantify the reduction in O2 462 
flux due to absence of a gas film. Figure 13 presents the ratio for leaves with a permeable 463 
and impermeable cuticle, respectively, comparing almost closed and open stomata for 464 
different DBL thickness. The effects are most spectacular in well mixed waters 465 
(represented by a DBL of 90 µm) and almost closed stomata: the resistance then increases 466 
with a factor of more than 20 upon removal of the gas film. With fully open stomata, the 467 
ratio is between 1.8 and 5. The less permeable the cuticle, the more is gained from the 468 
presence of a gas film. 469 
 470 
Discussion 471 
We used a 3D model with an idealized geometrical representation of a rice leaf to unravel 472 
the importance of gas films on pO2 profiles and respiration fluxes to submerged rice 473 
leaves. The advantage of the approach lies in the fact that parameters that are difficult to 474 
control in experiments can be manipulated and consequences evaluated in a 475 
comprehensive model of the underwater leaf system. By changing the relevant parameters 476 
in realistic value ranges we were able to test what is the contributory effect of the gas film 477 
on leaf O2 uptake during dark respiration, as well as identify the effects of the DBL 478 
thickness, cuticle permeability and stomatal opening on O2 fluxes and tissue pO2. We 479 
found up to a 22-fold reduction in resistance due to presence of a gas film using the 480 
model, depending on open area of the stomata, DBL thickness and cuticle permeability. 481 
For fully open stomata, a ratio up to 5 was found. This is consistent with earlier work in 482 
which the gas films were experimentally removed from leaves of wetland plants such as 483 
rice (5-fold; Pedersen et al. 2009), Phragmites australis (4-fold; Colmer & Pedersen 484 
2008b) and Phalaris arundinacea (3-fold; Pedersen & Colmer 2012). We obtained a 485 
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significant effect of cuticle permeability, stomatal opening and DBL thickness on the rate 486 
of the O2 uptake in presence of a gas film. These effects indicate that even when gas films 487 
are present, differences in underwater O2 uptake could indeed be observed between 488 
species (e.g., with differences in stomatal geometry and distribution, cuticle permeability, 489 
leaf morphology influencing DBL), in addition to possible differences in their respiratory 490 
demand. Furthermore, the experimental setup used to measure O2 consumption rates by 491 
tissues also influences the result as differences in bulk water flow velocity will affect DBL 492 
thickness. Finally, in the measured profiles of submerged leaves with or without gas films, 493 
tissue pO2 was never close to 0 kPa (Figure 4 present paper and Pedersen et al. 2009). We, 494 
however, calculated that this condition could happen with closed stomata even at bulk 495 
water pO2 of 21 kPa. Therefore, it is unlikely that full closure of stomata occurs in reality, 496 
even when leaves are submerged in darkness, given the model outputs and previous 497 
measurements on tissue pO2 and O2 consumption rates by submerged leaves of rice in the 498 
dark (Figure 4 present paper and Pedersen et al. 2009).  499 
 500 
Measured leaf segment-in-water respiration rate decreased with decreasing O2 501 
concentration in the bulk water, following Michaelis-Menten kinetics with an apparent 502 
2,M O
K  value of > 1 kPa (Figure 3). The model also resulted in response curves of 503 
respiration fluxes (i.e. tissue O2 consumption rate) with apparent 
2,M O
K  values that were 504 
significantly larger than the respiratory Km value (0.0108 kPa of isolated mitochondria, 505 
(Millar et al. 1994)) used in the model (Figure 12). The exact shape of the curves and the 506 
resulting apparent 
2,M O
K  value strongly depend on the presence of a gas film, DBL 507 
thickness and cuticle permeability, demonstrating the important contribution of physical 508 
resistances to O2 entry in determining an apparent 
2,M O
K at a tissue level. As the DBL 509 
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parameters are not available for the leaf segments measured in the stirred respiratory 510 
chambers, direct comparison of modelled to measured O2 consumption response curves is 511 
therefore not possible. For parameter combinations with gas film, the model overestimates 512 
the respiration rate, while for cases without gas film it underestimates the observed 513 
respiration rate of leaf segments (data in Pedersen et al., 2009). However, the results 514 
indicate that an O2 diffusion limitation may exist for submerged leaf respiration (Ho et al. 515 
2010; Armstrong & Beckett 2011a). Our approach to modelling respiration is simplified 516 
by using a Michaelis-Menten model, assuming cytochrome C oxidase as the limiting 517 
enzyme and using a 
2,M O
K value of mitochondria. Such an approach has proven 518 
appropriate for many applications (Ho et al. 2009; Ho et al. 2010; Ho et al. 2011; Ho et al. 519 
2012; Verboven et al. 2012; Verboven et al. 2013). For dense tissues such as those of 520 
fruits, it has been shown that the effective 
2,M O
K of tissue can be larger (Lammertyn et al. 521 
2001) because of the diffusion limitations inside the tissue. Determination of an effective 522 
tissue value is not trivial and is not available for leaves of rice, but the approach taken here 523 
has nevertheless been appropriate for this analysis of the effect of gas films on leaves. 524 
However it is recognized that the respiration profiles in Figure 9 may not fully comply 525 
with the slope of the measured curves, and an alternative 
2,M O
K  value may be more 526 
appropriate. In addition, some work has elaborated on different mechanisms that might 527 
cause variation in respiration (Zabalza et al. 2009), although this is still under debate 528 
(Armstrong & Beckett 2011a; Armstrong & Beckett 2011b; ; Nikoloski & van Dongen 529 
2011). 530 
 531 
The large resistance of both the cuticle (2.86 × 10
6 
to 1 × 10
8
 s m
-1
) and the DBL (1.95 × 532 
10
6
 s m
-1
 for a DBL thickness of 185 µm) can limit respiratory gas exchange resulting in 533 
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the observed respiration response of submerged leaves. This analysis highlights the 534 
importance of these resistances, even in the case of the thin (116 µm) lamina of rice leaves 535 
and even though no internal pO2 gradients were calculated in the leaf tissue (Figure 6). In 536 
comparison to the cuticle and DBL, the gas film has a negligible resistance (27.9 s m
-1
 for 537 
60 µm gas layer thickness). It should be noted that in the experiments (Figure 3), a slight 538 
pO2 gradient was observed in the tissue that was not found in the model outputs. This can 539 
be attributed to the fact that in reality the tissue diffusivity for O2 may differ from the 540 
value used in the model calculations. Indeed, here it was assumed that pore connectivity 541 
was large and thus not limiting aeration through the pores in the tissue. In reality, O2 542 
diffusivity could be significantly lowered by a limited connectivity of perhaps at least a 543 
portion of the pores in plant tissues, specifically if porosity is small such as measured here 544 
for the rice leaves. To compute the effect of pore connectivity on tissue diffusivity, one 545 
would require 3D imaging (e.g., as done for some other plant tissues, Ho et al. 2011; 546 
Verboven et al. 2012; Verboven et al. 2013).  547 
 548 
Leaf lamina porosity (5%, Table 1) was small compared to values previously reported for 549 
leaves of rice (Hanba et al. 2004; Scafaro et al. 2011; Edwards 2013), but here we 550 
excluded the mid-rib that has large lacunae (Colmer & Pedersen 2008a). However, even 551 
with this small porosity the internal pO2 was found to be uniform. It is assumed here that 552 
tissue diffusivity scales linearly with porosity, neglecting effects of tortuosity (Pham et al. 553 
2009). As a result, relatively high values of tissue diffusivity are already obtained. 554 
Therefore, increasing porosity will not affect the present results because the tissue 555 
concentration is already uniform, which shows that even at small porosity the O2 diffusion 556 
in the mesophyll is not limiting within these thin, viz. 116 µm, lamina of rice leaves.   557 
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 558 
The current work verified that in limiting O2 conditions in floodwaters, the presence of a 559 
gas film reduces the resistance to O2 entry into submerged leaves, under the condition that 560 
stomata are at least partly open, such that the gas film connects to the substomatal cavity. 561 
In this manner, the plant avoids the need for O2 to transverse the large resistance of the 562 
cuticle. When gas films are present, O2 abundantly equilibrates at the large water-gas film 563 
interface, then diffusing fast to and across the stomata and into the leaf. In the absence of 564 
the surface gas layer, less than 1% of the leaf area (the stomatal opening) is available for 565 
gas-water equilibration. This is too small to be effective and an additional gradient 566 
develops in the water layer close to the stomata (Figure 5, Figure S1 and Figure S2), as a 567 
result of slow diffusion in the aqueous DBL and the oblique (i.e., longer) diffusion paths 568 
when leaves lack a gas film, confirming the suggestion by Armstrong, Turner & Beckett 569 
(in Colmer et al. 2014). We showed also that the magnitude of the stomatal opening 570 
between 5% to 100% aperture in leaves with a gas film present does not affect the 571 
resulting respiratory flux and leaf pO2; rather the fact that the aeration pathway is 572 
connected via even only slightly opened stomata is important. On the other hand, full 573 
stomatal closure will largely negate the beneficial effects of leaf gas films on underwater 574 
gas exchange, as then O2 would need to enter across the large resistance of the cuticle. 575 
Finally, the thickness of the gas film did not influence the instantaneous O2 fluxes and 576 
tissue pO2 (data not shown); however, gas film thickness might influence the persistence 577 
of the gas film during longer-term submergence.  578 
 579 
Diurnal fluctuations of O2 in the floodwater can result in hypoxic conditions at dawn 580 
following a night period where net O2 uptake has occurred due to system respiration 581 
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(Setter et al. 1988). During the day, the O2 produced by underwater photosynthesis by 582 
plants and microalgae can again raise the O2 concentration that peaks in the late afternoon 583 
(Ram et al. 1999; Winkel et al. 2013). Within the base of rice roots Winkel et al. (2013) 584 
measured the root pO2 response to changes in bulk water pO2 and found root pO2 declined 585 
to very low concentrations (0.24 kPa) and was strongly correlated with floodwater pO2 586 
that reached 5 kPa at minimum towards the end of the dark period. At that O2 level of 5 587 
kPa in the floodwater, the present result show that, even with gas film and fully open 588 
stomata, leaf pO2 in still (i.e., non-turbulent) water can drop to values as low as 0.33 kPa. 589 
Leaf pO2 is always higher than the root pO2, which is expected due to the added diffusion 590 
resistance of the internal aeration pathway and respiration in the rice plants. If the 591 
floodwater circulates well around the plants, leaf O2 will be closer to the bulk water O2 592 
level by reducing the DBL thickness. The effect of this on rice root aeration at 23°C was 593 
shown in (Armstrong et al. 1994). For the realistic experimental condition observed in our 594 
experiment, the DBL thickness was 185 µm, resulting in leaf pO2 equal to 2 kPa at a bulk 595 
water O2 of 5 kPa. Thus, the importance of the DBL on gas exchange to submerged leaves 596 
is demonstrated here, with some rice field situations also briefly discussed in Colmer et al. 597 
(2014); practices that increase water flow will enhance the beneficial effects of gas films 598 
on leaves for underwater gas exchange and thus plant tissue O2 status. 599 
 600 
The presented approach and results, using relevant leaf anatomy parameters and a 601 
mechanistic description of O2 diffusion and consumption in the dark, allowed us to verify 602 
and explain the function of stomata, cuticle permeability, gas film and DBL for improving 603 
underwater respiration of leaves of rice plants. The approach can be further elaborated for 604 
other species, as well as for exploring underwater photosynthesis. For the latter, it will be 605 
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important to include more detailed models of the tissue anatomy and photosynthesis 606 
kinetics (Ho et al. 2012).  607 
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Table 1. Morphological, diffusion and respiration parameters of submerged leaves of rice  772 
(Oryza sativa). Where values were not from own measurements, references are given in 773 
footnotes.  774 
 Own 
measurements 
(mean ± st. 
dev.) 
Model 
 
Leaf morphology    
lamina leaf thickness (µm) 116.0 ± 3.0 116.0 
porosity of lamina (%) 3.4 ± 1.6 5.0 
porosity of mesophyll tissue (%)  2.0 
epidermis thickness (µm) 
a 
 10.0 
stomatal density adaxial surface (mm
-2
) 
b 
268 ± 64 239 
stomatal density abaxial surface (mm
-2
) 
b 
294 ± 66 239 
axial distance between stomata (µm) 49.6 ± 6.2 49.0 
lateral distance between stomata (µm) 84.4 ± 13.6 84.0 
stomatal opening width, 100% open (µm) 
c
  1.1 
stomatal opening width, 5% open (µm) 
c
  1.1 
stomatal opening length, 100% open (µm) 16.3 ± 2.6 14.0 
stomatal surface area, 100 % open (µm
2
)  15.4 
stomatal surface area, 5 % open (µm
2
)  0.8 
area fraction stomata, 100% open (%)  0.37 
area fraction stomata, 5% open (%)  0.0185 
stomatal cavity radius (µm) 
a
  13.0 
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Diffusion and respiration properties   
diffusive boundary layer thickness (µm) 185 90 / 185 / 370 
gas film thickness (µm) 60 60 
O2 partial pressure (kPa)  2.5 / 5 / 10 / 21 
O2 concentration in air (mol m
-3
)  8.33 / 3.97 / 1.98 / 0.99 
O2 concentration in water (mol m
-3
)  0.288 / 0.137 / 0.069 / 0.034 
O2 diffusion coefficient in air at 30°C, 
2 ,
a
O gD   (m
2
 s
-1
) 
d
  2.15 × 10
-5
 
O2 diffusion coefficient in water at 30°C, 
2 ,
w
O lD (m
2
 s
-1
) 
d
  2.75 × 10
-9
 
O2 diffusion coefficient of epidermis at 30°C, 
2 ,
w
O lD (m
2
 s
-
1
) 
d
 
 2.75 × 10
-9
 
effective O2 diffusion coefficient in mesophyll tissue at 
30°C, 
2 ,
t
O gD (m
2
 s
-1
) 
e 
 4.3 × 10
-7
 
effective cuticle permeability, 
2 ,O g
P (m s
-1
) 
f  1.0× 10
-8 
to 1.0 × 10
-6
 
maximum respiration rate, 
2max,O
V  (mol m
-3
 s
-1
) 
g  0.012 
mitochondrial Michaelis-Menten constant, 
2,M O
K  (kPa) 
h  0.0108 
Henry constant for oxygen, 
2O
H (mol m
-3
 kPa
-1
)  0.01371 
universal gas constant, R (J K
-1
 mol
-1
)   8.314 
Temperature, T (°C)  30°C 
a
 Estimated from micrographs presented in Sage & Sage (2009). 775 
b
 Stomatal density was also measured by Matsuo et al. (1995), who obtained values 776 
between 150 and 650 per mm² depending on leaf age. 777 
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c
 Ishihara et al. (1971) observed a variation in stomatal aperture that varies between 0.5 778 
and 1.2 µm. Here it is assumed that partial closure of the stomata reduces the aperture to a 779 
small central area between the guard cells, rather than a reduced slit width over the length, 780 
which could cause numerical errors in the model.  781 
d
 Calculated from Lide (1999). 782 
e
 Calculated as the product of tissue porosity and the O2 diffusion coefficient in air (30°C), 783 
assuming connectivity of the gas-filled spaces in the tissue. 784 
f
 Estimated from ranges provided in Lendzian (1982), Lendzian & Kertiens (1991) and 785 
Frost-Christensen et al. (2003). 786 
g
 Obtained from measured respiration curve in Figure 3 by transforming the mean area-787 
based 
2max,O
V  value to a mean volume-based 
2max,O
V  value using measured lamina 788 
thickness. 789 
h
 
2,M O
K  value for cytochrome C oxidase as taken from Ho et al. (2009). 790 
  791 
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Figure legends 792 
Figure 1. Schematic presentation of different mechanisms of O2 diffusion to submerged 793 
leaves. Upper diagrams present cases where a gas film is present. Two extreme cases are 794 
presented: (a) with open stomata, (b) with closed stomata. Two respective cases are given 795 
in diagrams (c) and (d) for leaves without gas film. Arrows hypothesize the relative 796 
direction and magnitude of O2 fluxes to the leaf for the different cases. 797 
 798 
Figure 2. Simple and stylised diagram of rice (Oryza sativa) leaf lamina (left) and 799 
corresponding computer model geometry (right) that takes into account observed 800 
symmetry in the leaf morphology. All sides of the model geometry are symmetry planes 801 
through which O2 flux is zero, except for the far end of the DBL where the bulk water pO2 802 
is specified. 803 
 804 
Figure 3. Dark respiration rate (expressed on two-sided area) of submerged rice (Oryza 805 
sativa) leaf lamina segments (gas films present) at various bulk water pO2, at 30
o
C. The 806 
experimental data were fitted to a Michaelis-Menten model (Vmax 0.83 ± 0.03 µmol m
-2
 s
-1
; 807 
Km 3.08 ±0.037 kPa; r
2
 0.91; error = SE). The maximum respiration rate corresponds to 808 
0.012 mol O2 m
-3
 s
-1
, expressed on a tissue volume basis using leaf dimensions given in 809 
Table 1. 810 
 811 
Figure 4. O2 concentration and corresponding pO2 profile across the gas film and adjacent 812 
diffusive boundary layer (DBL) of a submerged leaf of rice (Oryza sativa) obtained from 813 
microelectrode profiling experiments, at 30
o
C. Concentrations are expressed in molar 814 
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concentration (mmol m
-3
) and partial pressure (kPa). The box-whiskers plot shows median 815 
(horizontal line), 25 and 75% percentiles (box) and minimum and maximum (bars). 816 
 817 
Figure 5. Simulations of O2 diffusion into submerged leaves of rice (Oryza sativa). From 818 
left to right are plotted results for leaves without gas film, and with gas film and different 819 
stomatal opening fractions (100%, 5%, 0%). The simulations are shown for a bulk water 820 
O2 partial pressure (pO2) of 5 kPa. Two horizontal planes (one at the water-gas film 821 
interface and one just above the leaf cuticle) in the top row of figures plot the O2 diffusion 822 
flux perpendicular to the leaf surface. The arrows indicate the direction and relative 823 
magnitude of the fluxes on those planes. The middle row of figures present a magnified 824 
view of the fluxes (in the perpendicular, or ’normal’, direction to the leaf) near the 825 
stomata, showing clear differences between the cases. The bottom row of figures are the 826 
resulting quasi steady state O2 concentration profiles expressed as pO2. Plots are for 827 
cuticle permeability equal to 3.45 × 10
-7
 m s
-1
 (see supplementary Figures S1, S2 and S5 828 
for plots with cuticle permeability equal to 1.0 × 10
-8
 m s
-1
). 829 
 830 
Figure 6. Effect of presence of a gas film on calculated partial pressure (pO2) profiles from 831 
water to submerged leaves of rice (Oryza sativa) for two bulk water O2 concentrations (21 832 
kPa on the left, 5 kPa on the right). The different cases are for open stomata (a, b), almost 833 
closed stomata (c, d) and closed stomata (e, f). (+GF/-GF: with/without gas film, DBL: 834 
diffusive boundary layer). The plotted profiles are for a single trace across the cuticle. The 835 
profile across the stomatal opening may deviate from this as is shown in supplementary 836 
materials (Figures S3 and S6). Profiles are for cuticle permeability equal to 3.45 × 10
-7
 m 837 
s
-1
. DBL thickness is 185 µm.           838 
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 839 
Figure 7. Effect of presence of a gas film on calculated partial pressure (pO2) profiles from 840 
water to submerged leaves of rice (Oryza sativa) for two bulk water O2 concentrations (21 841 
kPa on the left, 5 kPa on the right), in the dark. The different cases are for open stomata (a, 842 
b), almost closed stomata (c, d) and closed stomata (e, f). (+GF/-GF: with/without gas 843 
film, DBL: diffusive boundary layer). The plotted profiles are for a single trace across the 844 
cuticle. The profile across the stomatal opening may deviate from this as is shown in 845 
Figures S3 and S6. Profiles are for cuticle permeability equal to 1.0 × 10
-8
 m s
-1
. DBL 846 
thickness is 185 µm.      847 
 848 
Figure 8. Effect of the presence of gas film on calculated O2 fluxes into submerged leaves 849 
of rice (Oryza sativa) during dark respiration as a function of bulk water O2 concentration 850 
(21 kPa and 5 kPa O2) and diffusive boundary layer (DBL) thickness, assuming a 851 
relatively high cuticle permeability (3.45 × 10
-7
 m s
-1
): (a, b) open stomata, (c, d) almost 852 
closed stomata, (e, f) closed stomata. In plots (a), (c), (e) and (f), the flux for with and 853 
without gas film are equal and thus symbols cannot be discerned (open symbols confer 854 
with closed symbols, thus for e.g. 21 kPa bulk water O2 and closed stomata, +GF and -GF 855 
fluxes are equal). (+GF/-GF: with/without gas film, DBL: diffusive boundary layer).    856 
 857 
Figure 9. Effect of the presence of gas film on calculated tissue O2 partial pressure (pO2) 858 
of submerged leaves of rice (Oryza sativa) during dark respiration as a function of bulk 859 
water O2 concentration (21 kPa and 5kPa O2) and diffusive boundary layer (DBL) 860 
thickness, assuming a relatively high cuticle permeability (3.45 × 10
-7
 m s
-1
): (a-b) open 861 
stomata, (b-c) almost closed stomata, (d-e) closed stomata. In plots (e) and (f), the pO2 for 862 
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with and without gas film are equal and thus symbols cannot be discerned (open symbols 863 
confer with closed symbols, thus for e.g. 21 kPa bulk water O2 and closed stomata, +GF 864 
and -GF pO2 are equal). (+GF/-GF: with/without gas film, DBL: diffusive boundary 865 
layer). .   866 
 867 
Figure 10. Effect of the presence of a gas film on calculated O2 fluxes into submerged 868 
leaves of rice (Oryza sativa) during dark respiration as a function of bulk water O2 869 
concentration (21 kPa and 5 kPa O2) and diffusive boundary layer (DBL) thickness, 870 
assuming low cuticle permeability (1.0 × 10
-8
 m s
-1
): (a, b) open stomata, (c, d) almost 871 
closed stomata, (e, f) closed stomata. In plots (a), (e) and (f), the flux for with and without 872 
gas film are equal and thus symbols cannot be discerned (open symbols confer with closed 873 
symbols, thus for e.g. 21 kPa bulk water O2 and closed stomata, +GF and -GF fluxes are 874 
equal). (+GF/-GF: with/without gas film, DBL: diffusive boundary layer).  875 
 876 
Figure 11. Effect of the presence of a gas film on calculated tissue O2 partial pressure 877 
(pO2) of submerged leaves of rice (Oryza sativa) during dark respiration as a function of 878 
bulk water O2 concentration (21 kPa and 5 kPa O2) and diffusive boundary layer (DBL) 879 
thickness, assuming low cuticle permeability (1.0 × 10
-8
 m s
-1
): (a, b) open stomata, (c, d) 880 
almost closed stomata, (e, f) closed stomata. In plots (e) and (f), the pO2 for with and 881 
without gas film are equal (open symbols confer with closed symbols, thus for e.g. 21 kPa 882 
bulk water O2 and closed stomata, +GF and -GF pO2 are equal). (+GF/-GF: with/without 883 
gas film, DBL: diffusive boundary layer).  884 
 885 
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Figure 12. Effect of gas films on respiratory O2 fluxes (µmol m
-2
 s
-1
) into submerged 886 
leaves of rice (Oryza sativa) with almost closed stomata (5% open). Plots are given  for 887 
different diffusive boundary layer (DBL) thickness as a function of bulk water O2 partial 888 
pressure (pO2) for two cuticle permeability values: 1.0 × 10
-8
 m s
-1
 (a, c, e) and 3.45 × 10
-7
 889 
m s
-1
 (b, d, f). (+GF/-GF: with/without gas film, DBL: diffusive boundary layer). 890 
 891 
Figure 13. Increase in resistance for O2 uptake during dark respiration of submerged 892 
leaves of rice (Oryza sativa) due to absence of a gas film expressed as the resistance ratio 893 
2O
Rr of submerged leaves without to ones with gas film as a function of diffusive boundary 894 
layer (DBL) thickness, stomatal opening and cuticle permeability: (a) 3.45 × 10
-7
 m s
-1
, (b) 895 
1.0 × 10
-8
 m s
-1
. 896 
 897 
Supporting information 898 
Supplementary Materials are comprised in a document describing the sensitivity of the 899 
simulation results with respect to cuticle permeability including figures presenting 900 
additional pO2 profiles for different values of cuticle permeability.   901 
  902 
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 903 
Figure 1. diffusion mechanism 904 
  905 
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 906 
Figure 2. model geometry for gas diffusion simulation 907 
  908 
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 909 
Figure 3. respiration curve 910 
  911 
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 912 
Figure 4. measured pO2 profile 913 
  914 
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 915 
 916 
Figure 6. pO2 gradients, high cuticle permeability 917 
  918 
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 919 
Figure 7. pO2 gradients, low cuticle permeability 920 
 921 
  922 
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 923 
Figure 8. flux vs. DBL thickness, high cuticle permeability 924 
  925 
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 926 
Figure 9. pO2 vs. DBL thickness, high cuticle permeability 927 
  928 
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 929 
Figure 10. flux vs. DBL thickness, low cuticle permeability 930 
  931 
52 
 
 932 
Figure 11. pO2 vs. DBL thickness, low cuticle permeability 933 
 934 
  935 
53 
 
 936 
Figure 12. fluxes for high and low cuticle permeability 937 
  938 
54 
 
 939 
Figure 13. resistance ratios 940 
  941 
55 
 
Supplementary Materials for Verboven et al. (2014). The mechanism of 942 
improved aeration due to gas films on leaves of submerged rice. 943 
 944 
Sensitivity with respect to cuticle permeability 945 
The main body of the text uses an estimate of the cuticle permeability to O2 at a value of 946 
3.45 × 10
-7
 m/s based on ranges given in literature (Lendzian, 1982; Lendzian & Kertiens 947 
1991; Frost-Christensen et al., 2003). Here the sensitivity of the model result is assessed 948 
with respect to the value of cuticle permeability (P) over a wide range from 1 × 10
-8
 to 1 × 949 
10
-6
 m/s.  We limit the analysis to the condition of 21 kPa O2, and consider the cases of 950 
fully open and fully closed stomata, and stomata with a small aperture (5% of fully open), 951 
and again for a submerged leaf in the dark.  952 
Open stomata 953 
In the case of a submerged leaf with a gas film and open stomata, the cuticle permeability 954 
is not relevant to the process (Figure S1). The gas flow occurs only through the stomata 955 
and is sufficient to supply the complete leaf with O2 for unlimiting respiration at 
2max,O
V956 
(Table 1).   957 
When the gas film is not present while the stomata remain open, the effect of cuticle 958 
permeability becomes pronounced in the range simulated. Figure S2 plots the O2 profiles 959 
obtained with the model. As the permeability increases,  it approaches the O2 condition of 960 
the leaf with gas film in Figure S1, with high enough O2 concentrations for maximal 961 
respiration. As the cuticle permeability decreases, all O2 needs to flow to the stoma 962 
resulting in distinct gradients at the stoma limiting O2 supply and consequent decrease of p 963 
O2 inside the leaf.    964 
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Over the range of two orders of magnitude for the permeability of the cuticle, we found a 965 
variation in internal p O2 between 12.5 and 16.5 kPa for open stomata on leaves without a 966 
gas film present (Figure S3), agreeing well with measurements on rice leaves that revealed 967 
leaf pO2 of 14 ±0.4 kPa (s.e., n=3)  (Pedersen et al. 2009). With the value used in the main 968 
body of the text, the different features of the profile are captured and could thus be used in 969 
the comparative study presented. When a gas film is present, the internal pO2 remains at 970 
higher levels, being above 17 kPa. Again this is consistent with measurements on 971 
submerged rice leaves with gas films, for which an internal pO2 of 18.2 ± 0.3 (s.e., n=6) 972 
was found (Pedersen et al. 2009). 973 
 974 
Figure S1. Effect of cuticle permeability and presence of a gas film on calculated partial 975 
pressure (pO2) profiles from water to submerged leaves of rice (Oryza sativa) for bulk 976 
water O2 concentration of 21 kPa. Different values of cuticle permeability were used in the 977 
presence of a gas film and open stomata. DBL thickness is 185 µm.      978 
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 979 
Figure S2. Effect of cuticle permeability and absence of a gas film on calculated partial 980 
pressure (pO2) profiles from water to submerged leaves of rice (Oryza sativa) for bulk 981 
water O2 concentration of 21 kPa. Different values of cuticle permeability were used in the 982 
absence of a gas film and open stomata. DBL thickness is 185 µm.      983 
 984 
Figure S3. Effect of cuticle permeability (P) and absence of a gas film on calculated partial 985 
pressure (pO2) profiles from water to submerged leaves of rice (Oryza sativa) for bulk 986 
water O2 concentration of 21 kPa. The cases presented are for open stomata and different 987 
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values of cuticle permeability for a leaf without a gas film. The condition with gas film 988 
(+GF) is insensitive to cuticle permeability (Figure S1). Profiles are plotted across the 989 
cuticle and across the stomatal opening. DBL thickness is 185 µm.      990 
Closed stomata 991 
For a submerged leaf with completely closed stomata, the effect of cuticle permeability 992 
reasonably becomes very important as the cuticle is then the single route for O2 supply. 993 
Figure S4 plots the effect of the cuticle permeability value on the resulting pO2 profile 994 
from water to submerged leaves of rice. In the case of closed stomata; there is also no 995 
effect of the presence of a gas film.  When the resistance becomes very high (P = 1 × 10
-8
 996 
m/s), internal pO2 drops to zero, and O2 cannot penetrate the leaf and so there is no 997 
apparent diffusive boundary layer (DBL).  998 
Clearly the results for closed stomata are much more sensitive to cuticle permeability. The 999 
general trend is, however, that internal pO2 will markedly drop with closure of the 1000 
stomata, whether a gas film is present or not. The extent of the drop may not be easily 1001 
assessed and the results in the main body of the text are therefore rather conservative. 1002 
Depending on the actual cuticle permeability, closed stomata will result in much lower 1003 
values of tissue pO2 than described in the main text, as is evidenced here.   1004 
Almost closed stomata 1005 
In the case of almost closed stomata (Figure S5 and Figure S6), the resulting profiles for 1006 
leaves without gas films are considerably affected by the cuticle permeability, similar to 1007 
that of closed stomata. 1008 
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1009 
  1010 
Figure S4. Effect of cuticle permeability (P) and absence of a gas film on calculated partial 1011 
pressure (pO2) profiles from water to submerged leaves of rice (Oryza sativa) for bulk 1012 
water O2 concentration of 21 kPa. The cases are for closed stomata and different values of 1013 
cuticle permeability without a gas film. The condition with gas film (+GF) is completely 1014 
analogous. Profiles are plotted across the cuticle. DBL thickness is 185 µm.      1015 
 1016 
Figure S5. Effect of cuticle permeability and absence of a gas film on calculated partial 1017 
pressure (pO2) profiles from water to submerged leaves of rice (Oryza sativa) for bulk 1018 
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water O2 concentration of 21 kPa. Different values of cuticle permeability were used in the 1019 
absence of a gas film and almost closed (5% open area) stomata. DBL thickness is 185 1020 
µm.      1021 
 1022 
Figure S6. Effect of cuticle permeability (P) and presence of a gas film on calculated 1023 
partial pressure (pO2) profiles from water to submerged leaves of rice (Oryza sativa) for 1024 
bulk water O2 concentration of 21 kPa. The cases are for almost closed stomata (5% open 1025 
area) and different values of cuticle permeability without a gas film are presented. The 1026 
condition with gas film (+GF) is insensitive to cuticle permeability. Profiles are plotted 1027 
across the cuticle and a stomatal opening. DBL thickness is 185 µm.      1028 
 1029 
